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Chapter DOC 328

APPENDIX

Note. DOC 328.01. Wisconsin corrections' statements of purpose and goals
regarding community supervision affirm that all planning and decision-making are
consistent with all laws relevant tothe state's responsibility for thecare and supervi-
sion of clients under its control and supervision.

S. 301.001, Stats., sets forth the broad purposes of the department. Several other
statutory provisions set forth thedepartment's specific responsibilities forthe super-
vision of clients under its control. Those provisions are noted in the following sec-
tions, and are consistent with the purposes and goals under this section.

This section is in accord with the American Correctional Association's Manual
of Standards for Adult Probation and Parole Field Services (1977) (Hereinafter
"ACA'), standard 3112.

. Notet DOC 328.04, Wisconsin Statutes, ss. 301.001, 304.06, and 973,10, Stats„
create departmental responsibility for the supervision, trea mem, and control of cli-
ents that meets the needs of the public and each client under the supervision of the
department. After a client has been placed on supervision, the responsibility for the
client's probation or parole supervision, treatment, and control costs primarily with
an agent.

This section states the agent's general and specific responsibilities and provides a
means of satisfying them. Stated simply, an agent's responsibility is to belp the client
to live in a socially acceptable way and to protect the public. This section has been
structured toprovide sufficient flexibility to allow an agent to treat aclient on an indi-
vidualizedbasis, applying appropriate rewards and sanetionson the basis ofa client's
conduct. Ibis section is designed to eliminate the arbitrary exercise of agent discre-
tion while providing for sufficient flexibility to make necessary decisions so as not
to fie his or her hands.

Subsection (I) delegatos lheresponsibiQty forsupervision to the field staff. Topro-
vide for uniformity of treatment for a client throughout a commitment term, supervi-
sionshall be consistent with the overall goals and objectives of supervision under this
chapter. By providing for such uniformity, meaningfuttreatment may be rendered to
the client.

Subsection (2) states the general responsibilities of the agent. This subsection is
meantto complement theduties oftheagent under this chapter and other administra-
tive rules, Subsections (2) (a)-(d) stress important responsibilities since the gathering
and analysis of information are crucial to providing necessary and meaningful super-
vision to clients.

Subsection (2) (e) provides for written rules of supervision to enable the depart-
ment, through the agent, to provide for appropriate supervision, treatment, and con-
troiof the client. Subsection (3) notesthepermissible subjects for the rules ofsupervi-
Mon which should supplement any court imposed conditions. Only those rules
necessary to provide for the necessary supervision, treatment, and control ofthe cli-
ent and the protection of the public should be imposed.

The explanation under sub. (2) (p) is necessary to avoid unnecessary misunder-
standings and possible unintended infractions ofthe conditions or rules.

Subsection (2) (L) requires the agent to monitor a client's compliance with the
terms of supervision. Monitoringprovides ameans ofdctccting violationofthe terms
but also provides a means of caring for and controlling the client. Tile forms of mont-
toring providefor minimum numbersofrequiredcontacts to allow the agenttosuper-
vise, counsel, and reassess the needs of each client on an individual. basis. Through
this, the rules of supervision may bereviewed on an as-needed basis and adjusted in
ac_ cordance with the cleenPs conduct.

Therequirement for quarterly reportsunder sub. (2) (p) may provide the agent with
valuable information that he or she may use to best care for and treat the client.

Subsection (4) describes 3 levels of monitoring or supervising clients. Perhaps,
though, the most valuable level of monitoring or supervising, is where the agent
makes contact with the client, the client's caretaker (if any), or collateral whenever
he or she feels the contact would be in the best interests of the client or is needed for
the protection of society and to achieve the goals and objectives of supervision. This
provides for the individualized supervision which may be crucial to provide mean-
ingful supervision, treatment, and control for clients.

Subsection (5) notes that a client's failure to comply with the rules or conditions
of the client's supervision may result in a modification of the terms, extension,
revocation or an alternative to revocation. Problems or violations not necessitating
serious action should be resolved between the client and agent and reported to a
supervisor. See ch. DOC 31,

For case law regarding rules of supervision see: Edwards v State, 74 Wis. 2d 79
(1976) and Ranraker v. State, 73 Wis, 2d 563 (1976) regarding companions; Gibson
v. DDOr , 86 Wis. 2d 517 (1978) regardingconsumption ofalcohol; and State a Gar-
t:er, 54 Wis. 2d 100 (1972) adopting the American Bar Association's Standards
Relating to Probation (Approved Draft, 1970), standard 3.2, emphasizing that for
conditions of supervision to be effective, they must meet the needs ofthe individual
client

This section is in substantial compliance with ACA, standards 3112, 3114-3115,
3117-3121,3123-3126,3128-3129,3138-3140,3145 and 3153. It is also in accord

with the American Bar Association's Standards Relating to Probation (Approved
Draft, 1970), standards 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.

Note: DOC 328.041. Frcparole planning is important for parole determination
and adjustment on parole. Theplan should be prepared when parole is imminent. The
failure to prepare one may delay parole. This should be avoided.

The plan provides for the offender's activities upon release. It should teas specific
as possible. Typically, a proposal is made which the agent investigates and modifies,
if modification is necessary.

Note. DOC 328,05.Pacperience teaches that it may be advisable to have anagent
who is responsible for a client under supervision manage that client's financial
resources. A client residing in a family home as well as a client in alternateresidential
care may benefit from the example of an agent's mature money management. Clients
may acquire the necessary skills of financial management illustrated by the agent
which may assist them in successful reassimilation into the community upon dis-
cbarge.

The agent's decision to manage a client's funds is discretionary, If the client has
outstanding court obligations, or if the client must reimburse the department forpur-
chasu ofservices, agent management of funds may be advisable. The agentmay man-
ageactient'sfunds ifrequestedtodo soby thectient,orif the agent believes that con-
trol of the client's funds is necessary due to the client's inability to handle money
properly. An agent may decide to manage alt orparto€ a client's financial resources.
The reasonable needs of a client should dictate whether agent money management
is necessary.

In order to protect the important interests of the client, agent, anddepartment sev-
eral safeguards ensuring proper looney management have been incorporated into this
section. Subsection (1) provides that an agent may manage client funds only through
an account administered by the department. Subsections (4) -(14) set froth proce-
dures to be followed from the !bite the agent or departmentroeeives funds on behalf
ofa client to thedme thectient isdischargcd and receives thebalanceof funds remain-
ing in his/her department account.

Subsection (2) defines what is meant by the financial resources ofa client. Basi-
cally, any funds accessible to theclient and any special benefits such as those from
the social security or veterans' administration constitute a client's resources.

Subsection (3) provides the agent with the authority to obtain important financial
information from the client foruse in managing the client's resources. Such informa-
tion may be helpful in disclosing the client's eligibility for benefits not previously
received, such as social security, medical assistance, or welfare benefits, that may
prove valuable to the client and family.

Subsections (4)~415) are straightforward in detailing the agent (or other division
employe) and department responsibilities upon receipt ofmoney on behalf of clients.
A few comments may be helpful, however. To avoid confusion regarding misap-
propriation of client funds, all funds received by agents or the department must be
strictly accounted for, which means thatreccipts must be issued properly, cash should
be converted to money orders promptly after receipt, funds should be transmitted to
thedepartmentwithin areasonableperiodoftime afterreceipt in anaccountablefash-
ion, and withdrawals from the account must be preceeded by staff approval and if
applicable, itemization of bow the funds are to be spent.

Provisions have been included in this section for audits of accounts managed by
agents (or other division employe), for extending loans to clients (in accordancewith
s. 304.075, Slats.), for probibiting joint accounts, for disbursement of funds or prop-
city after a client has absconded (in accordance with s. 301.32, Stats.), and for dis-
bursement of funds to the client upon discharge. All ofthe provisions under this sec-
tion seek to prevent misuse ofthe client's funds and protect the agent, employe, and
department from undue liability for fund management. It should be emphasized that
teaching aclient sound money management techniques is an important endeavor and
the agent cannot reasonably be expected to undertakethis challenge withoutreason-
able assurances that his or her interests are adequately considered and provided for.
This section seeks to provide such assurances and enables the agent to concentrate
on illustrating skills which are essential for successful community living.

This section is in substantial accord with ACA, standard 3132.

See s. DOC 328.07 regarding restitution.

Note, DOC 328.06. Provides for authorized ou""tate travelby clients. Only
those clients convicted of an offense and eligible for interstate travel under the uni-
form act forout-of-stateparolee supervision maybe eligible for travel authorization.
This does not apply to nonconviction cases. Clients on temporary travel are subject
to return to Wisconsin upon demand.

Authorization is permitted for 2 types of travel. One authorizes a client to leave the
state for a maximum of 15 days. Typically, this would be authorized to allow a client
to visit relatives during holidays, attend a funeral, or seek educational or vocational
opportunities. Another authorizes a client to leave the state forperiod inexcess of 15
days. This type of travel authorization may be granted to include a `blanket permit!'
A blanket permit is most often used in the border counties of 4W sconsin where clients
reside in Wisconsin but may be employed orobtaining schooling across the Wiscon-
sin border. It may also be useful to issue such permits to allow clients to shop and go
about other routine daily business in border areas. Those clients whose job requires
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them to be out-of-state routinely, such as an interstate truck driving job, should be
issued this type of permit to allow fulfillment of job requirements without undue
problems. Specialrestrictionsmay be placed on either type of permit governing hours
or places of travel.

Subsection (4) requires that authorizations to travel be in writing. They shall
include the reasons for the travel and they shall state any additional rules of supervi-
sion (sce. sub. (2) (a)-(d)) effective while the client is out of state. The client must sign
the authorization to acknowledge an understanding ofthe additional terms ofsupervi-
sion to avoid any misunderstanding or unintended infractions of the rules. These
additional rules supplement the existing rules and conditions and a violation of them
may insult in a modification or revocation of the client's supervision.

Note: DOC 328.08. A number of factors enter into the decision to release an
inmate in an institution to supervision, or to place aclient under supervision, in a par-
ticular geographical area: Chie€among those are the inmate's home, opportunities for
schooling, employment, training, treatment, and community receptivity to the
inmate. A supervision plan is designed to conform to the client's needs and to allow
implementation within a particular geographical area. Given the period of time that
a client may be under supervision, and the importance of achieving the goals and
objectives of supervision, thereshould be someprovision formodification oftheplan
that includes the opportunity to transfer between geographical areas.

This section provides for transfers of clients as well as transfers of inmates for
implementation upon their return to the community when the inmate requests modifi-
cation of his or her geographical placement.

Tberemay be changesof circumstances that warrant or necessitate a client's trans-
for to a new area if the goals and objectives of supervision are to be reasonably
achieved. Most common are those where the client's family has moved to another
area, or where the client has sought andobtained schooling, employment, ortraining
opportunities in another area of benefit to the client that may not be available under
present supervision. A transfer may occur, however, only if it is consistent with the
goals and objectivesof supervision for the client. An agent and the agent's supervisor
should balance the benefits to the client offered by the present supervision with those
anticipated by a transferbefore initiating the transfer process. A transfer should never
be used for disciplinary purposes.

The receiving agent mayrejecta proposed transfer but that agent's supervisor must
authorize the rejection in writing. The reasons for the rejection must be provided to
the sending or requesting agent in writing and communicated to the client. Again, a
client may appeal arejection under the client complaint process.

Subsection (4) requires the agent and client to meet following the transfer. This
contact is necessary to establish a mutual understanding of the rules and conditions
of the client's supervision, torestate its goals and objectives, and to avoid misunder-
standings and possible unintended infractions of the terms of supervision in the
future. This meeting also provides an opportunity for tho agent andclient to establish
a foundation for a personal relationship which, as noted under s. DOC 328.15, may
prove to be an important factor in the client's supervision.

Subsection (5) provides that the client may be returned to the previous area and
agent for supervision if the transfer plan cannot be implemented within a set time for
reasons other than the client's misconduct. In this event, the previous agent should
automatically assume responsibility for the client and theclienPs supervision.

Subsection (6) provides for complete and accurate recordkeeping regarding acli-
ent's transfer. See ch. DOC 307 for a discussion of the necessity and advantages of
such recordkeeping. See s. DOC 328.30 for infornation regarding a transfer sum-
mary

Note: DOC 328,09. Wisconsin and several other states are parties tothuuniform
act for out-of-state probationer and parolee supervision. The compact and supple-
mentary provisions are found under ss. 304,13, 304.135, and 304,14, Slats. The par-
ties have agreed to cooperate to provide for the welfare and protection of clients and
the public with respect to the areas noted in sub, (1).

The compact gives clients the opportunity to live, work, or obtain training outside
of the state of their conviction when such an arrangement is consistent with the goals
of supervision under this chapter.

More specific procedures for implementing the Interstate Compact are set out in
the Interstate Compact Manual, available from the Division of Probation and Parole,
Department of Corrections, P.O. Sox 7925, Madison, Wisconsin 53707.

Note: DOC 328.10. S. 973.09 (3) (a), Slats., provides that the com mitt€ng court
for goodcause and by order, may extend a client'sprobation for a stated period oftime
or modify the terms and conditions of a client's probation.

The department may request extension of a client's probation in accordance with
this section. Extension is most commonly sought when a client fails to pay court--or-
dered restitution or costs, or fails to satisfy a condition deemed important for thecli-
ent's rehabilitation, care, or control.

An agentmay recommend and a supervisor may decideto seek extension of a cli-
ent's probation. If a client has made a good faith effort to satisfy the conditions of
probation but lacked the ability, to do so, extensionmay notbe advisableor permissi-
ble. Huggett v. State, 83 Wis. 2d 790 (1978).

Ifcxtension is sought by the departme nt, the infommationunder sub. (4) ahmg with
the supervisor's decision, shall be provided to the court. Also, if extens€on is sought
by the district attorney, the information under sub. (4) shall be provided to that party
upon request. See s. 973.09 (3) (c), Slats.

If the court grants a hearing, the client should be given prior adequate notice by the
court and an opportunity to waivetheright to ahearingunder sub. (7). The department
shall not accept a waiver it believes is not knowingly, intelligently, or voluntarily

given. Some courts prefer that a waiver he made only in open court. In those courts
the department complies with the court's preference.

This section is in accord with ACA, standard 3136. See Huggett v State, 83 \W s.
2d 790 (1978) and ch. DOC 31 and s. DOC 328.17.

Note: DOC 328.11. Many decisions are made which affect a client while he or
she is under supervision. This section provides for a client complaint process which
the client may use to seek review of many of those decisions,

Subsection (3)defines the scope of the process, and the exceptions to it are noted
under sub. (4). These areas are exceptions to the process because there are indepen-
dent means to challenge these types of decisions, which are not within the agent'sor
supervisor's authority to decide.

A client may informally raise a complaint with his or her agent. If the complaint
is not resolved informally between them, more formal means for resolution may be
initiated. Subsection (5). A complaint should be filed with the supervisor as soon as
it becomes apparent that the issue cannot be resolved informally. This is so that dis-
putes can be resolved swiftly so as not to impede the supervisory process and so that
investigations may be conducted when evidence (if any) is still available, and memo-
ries of the dispute are vivid.

Subsections (6)-8) provide the procedures forraview and appeal. Relatively short
periods for decision-making have, been incorporated into the process to facilitate a
speedy resolution to client concerns, and to cause the least potential interruption in
a client's supervision.

In order to provide for acontinuation of services and supervision throughout the
review process, disputed decisions remain in effect until the process reaches comple-
tion. Sub. (9).

A client may not be penalized for using thecomplaint process. If the review pro-
cess is to have any integrity and merit the confidence of persons using it, penalties
shall not result from its use.

This section is in substantial compliance with the American Correctional Associa-
tion's Manual of Standards for Adult Probation and Parole Field Services (1977),
standard 3152. For discussions of the value of a complaint system, see the notes to
ch. DOC 310.

Note: DOC 328.12. Occasionally, a client may require assistance in the form of
services or materials that cannot be provided through available state or local
resources. For instance, a client who wishes to become a carpcntermay be admitted
to an apprenticcship program, but may need his or her own tools to proceed with the
program. If the agent concludes that the tools should be provided and that there is no
way of providing the client with the tools through available resources, the agent may
recommend, consistent with the policies and procedures under sub. (2), that the
department provide the tools.

Note: DOC 328.13. This section provides for the voluntary return of a client to
a correctional institution. It is anticipated that the use of this provision will be rare.
However, there maybe circumstances, for instance, where a client offers to return to
an institution for medical, dental, or other services where such return may be consis-
tent with the goals of superv€lion under this chapter. Only knowing, voluntary, and
intelligently rendered requests maybe approved. Requests shall neverbe coerced and
a parolee may only be returned if it is consistent with the goals of supervision under
this chapter.

If the, client's concerns can be adequately provided for in the community, return
to an institution should not occur.

Note: DOC 328.14. This section provides ibeprocedures to be followed by field
staffafter a client absconds. Following initial attemptsto locatetheclient, staffshould
notify the proper authorities after an absconding and place the responsibility for
apprehension on local orstate law enforcement authorities. Thisisreasonable in that
it allows staff to concentrate on supervising clients whilelt udl€ws an existing system
best equipped for the apprehension of absconders.

Subsection (1) states that the agent must contact either localor state authorities if
a client absconds. Ifit is reasonable to assumethat the client is in the local community,
the TIME system need not be informed of the absconding. To ensure that theT1ME
system is not inadvertently informed of a client's absconder status, the agent shall
specifically state that information regarding this status shall not be transmitted to the
TIME system.

Subsection (2) states that all relevant and necessary information should be
included on the apprehension request. Only information likely to be of assistance in
locating and apprehending the client should be included.

Subsection (3) states that a violation report shall be prepared for a client while he
or she is on absconder status. The agent may make additions to the report after con-
sulting with the client pursuant to sub. (6).

An agent must make reasonable attempts to locate a client who has absconded. If
theclient is still in the local community, the agent may be able to locate and persuade
the client to return peacefully to supervision without the need for local law enforce-
ment authori ty intervention or detention. Ini ti a

ti
on of a more serious ac tion such as

revocation may be avoided ifresolu tion of the client's status can be achieved peace-
fully between the c lient and agent. Reasonableness should dictate when the agent
should attempt to resolve theissue and under no circumstances should it be attempted
if it would place the agent orothers in d angerof harm. Sub. (4). SeeDOC329.22 on
custody and deten

ti
on.

Subsection (5) requires an agentto prepare a violation warrant within areasonable
period of time afteraclienthas absconded unless a supervisordecides that the warrant
should not be prepared, for instance, because the client will probably show up soon
as indicated by previous conduct. If it is reasonable to assume, based on the informa=
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tion provided, that the client absconded and will not show up shortly, the warrant
should be issued.

Subsection (6) states that a field staff member or department representative and
client shall meet as soon as is feasible after the client has been apprehended.'Iliis
meeting is important for both staff and the client to assess the consequences of the
client's conduct. Timeliness is important, and a determination to continue with super-
vision, deWnthe cligntincustody, orinitiate revocation proceedings shouldbe made
as soon as possible so, that undue interruption of the client's supervision may be
avoided. If supervision is continued, any modification of the rules of supervision sub-
sequent to the absconding nwtbe explained to the client and the client must receive
a copy of them. Sub. (8).

Subsection (7) provides that an apprehension request or violation warrant should
be cancelled by the agent once the client is located. See s. DOC 328.22 on custody
and detention.

Subsection (9) provides the procedures that an agent should follow to detain a cli-
ent out of state and to transport the client back to Wisconsin. Extradition of clients
on parole requires joint action by field and institution staff. See DOC 328.23 on the
transporting of clients.

Subsection (10) requires that the agent maintain accuraterecords of an absconding
in the client's record. See ch. DOC 307 for a discussion on the importance of such
recordkeeping.

Subsection (1I) provides the procedures for handling nonconviction absconders.
Upon the agent's request under sub. (11) (b), the committing court should issue a
capias and assume responsibility for theclient andthe client's return for further court
action.

This section is in substantial accord with ACA, standard 3147.

Note: DOC 328.15. The Department has a wrinen administrative policy for
employes of the department concerning nonprofessional relationships with inmates
and clients. For a copy of the no-fraternization policy, write Division of Probation
and Parole, Department of Corrections, PO. Box 7925, Madison, Wisconsin 53707.

Note: DOC 328.16. This section provides for the definition, seizure, and disposi-
tion of contraband applicable to clients under field supervision. A client's rules or
conditions of supervision may prohibit the use or possession of certain materials and
inorder to provide foradequate and meaningfulsupervision, field staffmust begiven
the authority to seize and dispose of contraband properly.

See DOC 328.21 for allowable searches and seizures by field staff.

Note: DOC 328,165. Like non--supervised individuals, there are times a client
may need to use prescribed controlled medications. Subsection (1) makes it a viola-
tion of supervision for a client to intentionally use non-prescribed controlled sub-
stances or to use prescribed medication in a manner other than prescribed.

Subsection (2) prohibits the use of alcohol by aclient who has a specific rule pro-
hibiting such use. Some clients have a history of alcohol abuse while others do not
have a history of alcohol. abuse. To prohibit the use of alcohol for all clients when
there is no apparent reason to do so, affects a client's attitude about the corrective pro-
cess and interferes with the rehabilitative process.

Subsection (3) requires a report of a test of a client's urine, breath, saliva, blood,
hair, or stool to be presented as evidence in arevocation hearing or proceeding. The
expert perfomdng the test is not required to testify at the revocation heating or pro-
ceeding. A client who refuses to provide a specimen for a testis guiltyofaviolation
ofsupervision.	 . ,

Currently, the Emit test is used to screen a client's urine. If a client's urine test is
positive with the Emit test, the test report should be confirmed before using it in a
revocation hearing or proceeding. Subsection (4) requires the urinetest to be verified
under the specified conditions.

.Except for certain situations, aclient is required to pay for a confirmatory test. Sub-
section (5) lists the exceptions when the client is not required to pay for a confirma-
tory test. Subsection (6) requires an agent to make an indigency determination when
a client requests financial assistance to pay for the confirmation test. Subsection (6)
states how the indigeney determination is to be made.

Note: DOC 328.17. This section provides the critcria for the discharge ofcucnts.
Ail clients are discharged at the expiration of the term noted on the court's order com-
mitting the client to the legal custody of the department unless the term has been
extended by subsequent court action or unless a discharge at an earlier timeis merited
because of an acdonby acourt, lhegovemor,'ordepartment. Any action by thedepart-
ment must be made in accordance with this section. The department may grant dis-
charge undersub, (2) (c) or may recommend that thegovemorgrant a dischargeunder
sub. (2) (b),

Subsection (1) sets forth the department's policy regarding discharges for clients.
The policy reflects a conscious regard for the necessity of making the individualized
objectives of a client's supervision known to the client at the commencement of field
supervision. This is indicative of the department's desire to provide for candidness
in supervision which may result in a client's discharge if the client satisfies the objm-
tives. Discharge prior to the expiration of a commitment term is an award for success-
ful progress whileunder supervision. It encourages acceptable conduct that may pro-
vide for a client's moresuccessful reassimilation into the community upon discharge.

Subsection (2) states that each client must be discharged at the expiration of the
term on the order committing the client to the legal custody of the department. An
earlier release may occur as noted above. Hansen v. Schmidt, 346 F. Supp. 284 (ED.
Wis. 1972).

Subsecdoa(3) states the prerequisites for discharge under sub. (2) (b) and (c). The
decision to discharge at that time is discretionary. The client must have maintained
a successful minimum status on supervision for a reasonable time, have satisfied the

conditions and rules, have completed the supervision plan, and must not present a
danger to thepublic; or the department must determine that for the sake of administra-
tive ease that aclient should be discharged,' Ile latter should occur infrequently. But,
there may be circumstances such as those noted under sub. (3) (c), that warrant dis-
charge. The goals and objectives of supervision under this chapter may not be served
by continuing the supervision of an incapacitated person, or a person serving arela-
tively long sentence elsewhere. The department has the discretion to discharge in
these rare instances.

A client's agent may be best able to detect when the client may merit discharge
under sub. (2) (c). Therefore, the agent may recommend thedischarge of a client. The
agent's recommendation must address therelevant criteria noted under sub. (3) and
be submitted to a supervisor for review.

A supervisor must assess the recommendation in accordance with sub. (4) (c). I€
the supervisor agrees that discharge is merited, the supervisor shall forward therec-
ommendation and materials noted to the regional chief for a final recommendation
regarding discharge.

If a supervisor believes that discharge is not merited, the reason for the decision
must be noted and the agent may appeal the decision directly to the regional chief.
The recommendations of the agent and supervisormust be presented to the regional
chief before adecision regarding a recommendation for discharge under sub. (2) (c)
may be made. Sub. (4) (c) and (d).

A regional chief's decision to recommend discharge under sub. (2) (b) should be
forwarded to the governor for final action. Sub. (4) (e).

Subsection (5) requires the department to maintain all relevant records relating to
discharge in the client's record including those generated under sub. (4).

This section is in accord with the American Bar Association's Standards Relating
to Probafion (Approved Draft, 1970), standards 4.1 and 4.2.

Dote: DOC 328.18. DOC 328,18 provides for rules regarding the, use offorceby
field staff against clients. Whenever possible, the exercise of force against clients
should be left to law enforcement authorities who arebetter trained to deal with these
situations. Also, while itis true that staff are responsible for the controlef clients and
the protection of the public, they have an additional responsibility for the care and
rehabilitation of clients that maybe compromisedby the use of force. To preserve the
dcHeatebalauce between cam andcontrol, forcerraybeexercised bystaffonly when
assistance from law enforcement officials is not feasible, It is anticipated that the use
of forceby staffagainst clients would be rarely needed. However; this section states
the only purposes for which non-deadly and deadly force may bo used by field staff
against clients.

Subsection (1) defines the terms used throughout this section. Many ate patterned
after similar provisions under the Wisconsin Criminal Code, s. 939.22, Stats.

Subsection(2) states the existing departmental policy which forbids corporalpuu-
ishment: Most jurisdictions forbid it. S.302.08, Stats.; N.Y. Corr. Laws. 9137 (Sapp:
1974). It serves no proper correctionaiobjective and has beendeclared to becruel and
unusual punishment in at least onejurisdiction. Jackson v Bishop, 404RU571 (8th
Cir.1968).

The rules relating to theuse. of force against clients in the community must differ
from those governing others in the community. Clients might create situations that
must be controlled before substantial danger to others arises, and in order to provide
for the prolection of the public, staff must beglven substantial responsibility that may
require the use of force.

Subsection (3) notes thepurposes forwhich non-deadly forcemaybe used against
clients. Clients are not authorized under this section to use force against staff at any
time, Force may be used only when the user of it reasonably believes it to be neces-
sary. This is an objective standard. Mere subjective belief is insufficient to justify the
use of force. The belief must be a reasonable one. Furthermore, it must be inumedi-
ately necessary to realize the objectives stated under sub. (3).(a){e). If means other
than force can be used before there is an immediate need for force, those means
should be used.

S. 939.48, Stats., permits theuse of forcein the community to prevent "anunlawful
interference' with oneself or another. This section does not require that the riser of
force reasonably believe that in so doing he or she is preventing an unlawful interfer-
ence with another. A typical situation in which a staff member would be authorized
to use force in defense of another is if therewas a fight between or among clients. The
staffmember should be authorized to use forceto stop the fight. In sodoing, it might
be necessary to use force against someone who is not unlawfully interfering with
another but who is lawfully defending himself or herself. This is so because, in a
supervisory setting, staff should have the authority to prevent disturbances without
worrying about who is wrongfully fighting and who is simply defending himself or
herself. Afterthe disturbance is ended, an investigation should reveal who started the
fight. Such situations might be so volatile that it is thought better to rely on the rule
that excessive force may not be used as a limi ting factor.

Subsec
ti

on (3) (b) authorizes the use of force to prevent damage to p roperty if it
might reasonably lead to inju ry to another. An obj ective standard is again relied on.
While the authority in this subsection may some times overlap with that granted in
sub. (3) (a), it is be tter to be clear that authori ty extends to situations in which the dan-
ger to oneself or others is less immediate but,  not so remote that force can be safely
dispensed with.

Subsection (3) (c) autho rizes the use of non-Aeadly force to prevent clients from
fleeing. It is the responsibility of field staff to heipprevent thefligbt of clients to avoid
supervision and the use of force is sometimes necessa ry to fulfill this responsibility.
While this is not always approp riate, however, this sec

ti
on provides . for it.

Subsection (3) (d) authorizes the use of force to change the loca
ti

on of a client.
Sometimes aclient may refuse to cooperate when the client is taken into custody.7ite
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client may have to be physically moved from one place to another. O€course, in most
situations, it is better to try to persuade theclient to move before relying on force. This
practice should be followed where appropriate. It should be emphasized that rather
than relyon force to enforce the conditions orrules ofsupervision, his more desirable
to rely on the threat of disciplinary action. This may make the use of force unneces-
sary.'Me few instances when it does not are ones in which revocation proceedings
may bave been initiated and the client refuses to return to an institution and force may
then be used.

More difficult questions than wbether force may be used in a particular situation
are how much force can be used and whether deadly force can be used.

As a general rule, only so much force as is reasonably necessary to achieve the
objective is authorized and the use of excessive force is forbidden. Thus, if an
absconding or a fight can be stopped simply by field staff wrestling anindividual to
the ground and holding him or her, that is the amount of force authorized. Of course,
how much force is necessary requires the exercise of judgment in accordance with
a standard of reasonableness.

Deadly force may only be used in extreme situations. Its use is limited first by its
definition, i.e.; it must be reasonably necessary to sebicve the objective. If there are
other ways to achieve the objective than through the use of deadly force, its use would
not be reasonably necessary to achieve the objective. These same limitations apply
to the use of deadly force to achieve the objectives identified under sub. (5), though
its use in such situations may be necessary and is authorized.

This section is in substantial accord withACA, standard 3150, which provides for
the use of the minimum physical force necessary and only in instances of justifiable
self—protection, for the protection of others, for the prevention of property damage,
and for theprcvention of escapes, in accordance with appropriate statutory authority.

Note: DOC 328.19. DOC 328.19 regulates the use of restraints by field staff.
Whenever possible, staff should rely on law enforcement officials to administer
restraining devices. However, this is not always feasible and experience teaches that
granting limited authority to staff to use restraints is advisable. Handcuffs are the
mostcommon restraint used by staff. The more serious forms of restraints arerarety
used by staff. This policy is substantially in accord with existing departmental policy.

The use of restraining devices by staff is permitted in certain situations: to protect
others from a client, to protect a client from himself or herself, to take a client into
custody, and to transport aclient. The use o£restraints for punishmentor forany other
reason is not permitted. Sub. (2)•

Subsections (2) (a) and (b)permit the use ofrestraints when the danger created by
a client is so imminent and serious that physical restraint, perhaps for a period ofsev-
eral hours, is necessary. While the use of restraints is never pleasant, it is sometimes
more humane than other measures for controlling dangerous or disturbed people.
Subsections (2) and (3) are designed to ensure that restraining devices are used only
when necessary, to regulate their use to inure, that they are used humanely, and to
adequately provide for the safety of clients and staff.

Subsection (3) applies to the use of restraints for all purposes. This particular sub-
section addresses situations in which devices mightimproperly be used to restrain cli-
ents.

When restraints are used, injury and unnecessary anxiety maybe avoided if the
rfstainemberexplainstotheclientwhyrestraintsarebeingimposed. Whenpossible,

this is to be done before placing the client in restraints.

Clients placed in restraints typically necd counseling, timeto calm down, and peri-
odic monitoring toensure that the client is not being injured by the restraints. Subsec-
tion (5) provides for such monitoring. Typically, a client in restraints would be in the
presence of a staff member at all times but this provision assures minimum monitor-
ing to ensure the client's safety.

Subsection (6) provides for the removal of the restraints for meals and to perform
bodily functions when feasible. Thisis to preservethe clienf's dignity, consistent with
the safety of the client and others.

Subsection (7) provides for reports that are to be kept when a client is placed in
restraints. Given the seriousness of this ineasure, it is important that records be kept
to ensure compliance with the rules and to permit review of the use of restraints by
higher—level staff. This should prove helpful too if further rules need to be developed
regarding restraints.

Subsection (8) states that a supply of restraining devices may be maintained by
staff. 'this section applies to devices owned by the department or field staff. They
must be periodically reviewed and damaged devices must be discarded. This is to
ensure adequate protection of the client and others.

Note: DOC 328.20. DOC 328.20(1) prohibits the use ofchemical agents byfield
staff against clients. An example of chemical agents commonly used are mace, CS
gas, and CN gas. Because chemical agents pose a risk ofinjury to staff as well as to
clients and others their use is best left in the hands of more experienced and well
trained law enforcement authorities.

Subsection (2) forbids staff to carry firearms or other weapons during the hours
they work. Like chemical agents, these pose arisk of injury to staff, clients, and oth-
ers. Equally important is therisk that carrying a weapon may pose to the client—agent
relationship. A firearm represents an agent's policing responsibilities and could
inhibit the capacity of the agent to help the client.

. Note: DOC 328.21. This section provides for searches of clients, clients' living
quarters and property, and client's body contents by field staff. Although it is prefera-
ble to have searches and seizure conducted bylaw enforcement authorities, that may
not always bepossible or advisable. It is therefore deemed important to give field staff
the authority to conduct reasonable searches at reasonable times. Experience teaches
that these searches maybe necessary because contraband, including drugs and weap-

ons, may be discovered during the searches. These searches are thought to deter the
possession and use of contraband.

Contraband, particularly weapons, maybe usedto threaten, injure, orkill another.
That weapons be kept out of the hands of clients is critical for the safety of others.
Contraband must also be kept out of the hands of clients so they may be better able
to effectively participate in jobs, schooling or training, and other programs.

While the discovery of contrabandis important, this is not tosay that theauthority
to search should be without control. Consideration should be given to the possible
effects of asearch on a client's rehabilitation and the client's family andpeerrelation-
ships. Rebabilitation as well as the controlof a client is the responsibility of field staff
and searches should be conducted so as not to upset delicate personal relationships
without good reason. This section attempts to give due regard to clients' concerns
about their privacy.

The Wisconsin Supreme Court in State itTarmll,74 Wis.2d 647,247 N.W.2d 696
(1976), discussed the fourth amendment rights of adult probationers. it recognized
that probationers retain some fourth amendment rights. It explained that the fourth
amendment requires that searches and seizures be reasonable, and reasonableness is
to be. determined by the facts and circumstances presented in each case. State v. Pires,
55 Wis. 2d 597,201 N.W.2d 153 (1972); State v Davldson, 44 Wis. 2d 177, 170
N.W.2d 755 (1969); Edwards v. State, 38 Wis. 2d 332,156 N.W.2d 397 (1968), The
court stated the fundamental role that warrantless searches are in themselves unrea-
sonable except under certain well—defined circumstances.

InTarrell, the court recognized that probation agents have a limited right to search
or seize aprobafioner without a warrant. The foundation for this exception to the war-
rant requirementlics in the nature ofprobation itself. probation and parole are integral
parts of the criminal justice system and have as their object the rehabilitation of those
convicted of crime and the protection of the state and community interest, Slate ex
rel.Niedererv. Cady, 72Wis.2d311,322,240N.W.2d626,633(1976). Even though
probation and parole are privileges, not tights, once granted, this conditional liberty
can be forfeited only by breaching theconditions ofprobation or parole. The expocla-
tions of privacy of a person on probation or parole, however, cannot be the same as
the expectations of privacy of persons never convicted of crimes, and the fourth
amendment protects only the reasonable expectations of privacy.'An$, the court
determined that conditions of probation may limit the constitutional frccdomof the
probationer. "Necessary infringements on these freedoms are permissible as long as
they are not overly broad and are reasonably related to the person's rehabilitation."
Theso limitations arc the bases for an exception to the warrant requirements of the
fourth amendment.

'lire applicationofa less stringent standardfor the ageat'ssearch or seizure isthere-
fore appropriate.

Subsection (2) (b) 1. to 4. states the circumstances under which a personal search
may be conducted. If a staffmember has reasonable grounds to believe a client pos-
sesses contraband, animmediate search is permissible and may be necessary to pre-
vent disposal of contraband. Such searches are not conducted to harass clients but
may be approved after review by a supervisory staff member. Random searches
should not be conducted frequently, but are thought to be of substantial deterrent
value.

Subsection (3) requires supervisor approval unless the search is conducted in exi-
gent circumstances. Examples of exigent circumstances are where drugs or other
contraband would be destroyed if the premises were not searched, orif it were feared
that the parolee had a gun and might use it, an immediate search would be necessary
to seize it before that could occur.

Subsection (3) (f) indicates the conditions for a search when the client is notpres-
cnG The agent may enter in any way that does not do damage to the property.

Subsection (4) states the policy that the dignity of clients should be preserved
when searches are conducted. Searches arc unpleasant foreveryoneinvolved. Recog-
nition of this and attempts to preserve dignity may have a humanizing influence on
the process.

Subsection (4) (b) 1. to 7. states the circumstances under which a body contents
search may be conducted. A body contents search and testing are effective means to
detect illicit use of drugs and abuse of alcohol. A client's abuse of drugs is a major
barrier to successful adjustment in the community. A client's abuse of intoxicants
may lead to disruption of the home, family and job. In order to support an addiction,
a client may engage in further criminal activity. A body contents search allows an
agent to monitor a client's use of intoxicants, to prevent abuse and to enforce appro-
priate sanctions if evidence of abuse is found.

Subsection (5) also regulates the manner of conducting searches. It requires That
the client be informed that a search is about to occur, its nature, and theplace itis to
bo made unless it is a random search. By informing the client orally, the staff mem ber
may enlist the client's coopera

ti
on and make the search easier on all concerned. Of

course, it is not possible to give advance no
ti

ce of a random sea rch. Notice would
defeat the purpose of a random search.

Subsection (6) indicates what should be considered in determining i€there are rea-
sonable grounds for a search forcontraband, Errors and abuse ofsearch authority may
be due to inadvertence and poor judgment. This sec tion seeks to avoid these abuses
and errors. Often, very general informa tion is not reliable because its lack of detail
suggests the informa tion is hypothe

ti
cal or incomplete. Speci ficity usually suggests

a morereliable grasp of therelevant facts. Consistency of information is also impor-
tant. Internal inconsistencies make a report less reliable. Subsection (6) (c) requires
attention to the specificity and consistency of information.

Subsection (6) (f) indicates that the client should be talked to before the search.
Some times, talking will elicit informa tion helpful in determining whether to search.
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What a staff member observed, information from a reliable source, prior seizures
of evidence from the client, and the experience of the staff member are all also rele-
vant to the decision to search.

This section is in substantial compliance with ACA standard 3151 concerning
searches of probationers and parolees. See 15 Cal. Arkin, Code 2511 that provides as
a condition of probation for warrantless searches of a client and a client's residence
or property, at any time, without a finding o€reasonable grounds to believe that the
client possesses contraband.

Nate: DOC 328.22. The department interprets ss. 304.06 (3) and 973.10 (1),
Stats., to mean that i€the department alleges that any rule or condition of supervision
has been violated by aclient, the department may take physical custody of the client
for the investigation of the alleged violation. The investigation of whether revocation
is warranted includes an investigation of alternatives to revocation. While it is
thought best to rely on law enforcement authorities' expertise in taking persons into
custody, this is not always practical and staff may exercise their authority at these
times.

There are times when an agent may beincapableof obtaining custody of a client,
without a risk of harm to the agent, another person, or property. In these difficult
cases, an agent must exercise good judgment in attempting to take custody ofthecli-
ent where no assistance from law enforcement authorities is feasible. The agent must
strike a balance between the need for immediate custody, the danger posed, and the
chances of success of obtaining custody without harm to anyone.

Subsection (1) provides that a client must be taken into custody when the client's
alleged violation involves assaultive or dangerous conduct. In addition, sub. (2)pro-
vides that a client may be taken into custody whether or not an alleged violation
involves assaultive or dangerous conduct, if this is desirable for disciplinary pur-
poses, for an investigation, or to prevent a possible violation by the client.

See the note to ch. DOC 331.

Note: DOC 328,23. This section provides the procedures to be followed when
aclient is to be transported to court, detention facility, or returned to the state of Wis-
consin. This maybe an especially stressful time for the client and the likelihood that
he or she will act out is increased. To minimize the dangers to the client, staff, and
community, it is desirable to handcuff the client while being transported and 2 field
staff shall escort the client whenever feasible. In addition, travel plans shall be
designed to take into consideration the client's medical, psychological, and security
needs.

Rote; DOC 328.27. The American Bar Association's Standards Relating to
Probation (ApprovedDrafi,1970), standard 2.2 and commentary provide the follow-
ing about the presentence report.

The primary purpose of the presentence report is to provide the sentencing court
with succinct and precise information upon which to base arational sentencing deci-
sion. Potential use of the report by other agencies in the correctional process should
be recognized as a factor in determining the content and length of the report, but
should W subordinated to its primary propose. Where the presentence investigation
discloses information useful toothercorrectionat agencies, methods should be devel-
oped to assure that these data are made available for their use.

The original function of presentence reports was solely to assist the courts in
resolving the issue of whether to employ probation in a given case. Over the years,
however, many new and important uses for the information gathered by the report
have been found. The totaluseto which presentencereports are now put encompasses
the entire range of correctional programs.

Even in cases where probation will not be the disposition, forexample, the present-
ence report assists the court in determining the appropriate type of sentence and, if
it is to be imprisonment, its duration. It is then used by prison officials in many
instances, primarily at the early stages of the development of a sound institutional
program. Itmay alsoprove helpful to prisons in arrangingvisits, checkingletters, and
sometimes in maintaining family ties and meeting family difficulties in the commu-
nity. It9 utility continues to the parole decision and beyond, where it is employed
along with other materials to assist in the parole decision itself and is used by the
parole officer to develop a proper supervisory role. Information in the report may
also, of course, serve a useful function as a source of pertinent information for sys-
tematic research.

This is directly applicable to the report in Wisconsin. The importance ofthe report
hardly needs emphasis, in the light of the uses to which it is put.

Subsection (2) requires an agent to prepare a presentence report unders. 972.15,
Stats. Typically, this is done after conviction, but the court can order and approve a
presentemereport priorto conviction where there is a guiltyplea. Rosado v. State,70
Wis. 2d 280 (1975). The agent may also provide a presentence for nonconviction
cases under s.161.47, Stars. DOC 328.28 provides fora modified presentence inves-
tigation report which is a short form report.

Subsection (2) does not specify the particular agent who must prepare thereport.
The assignment of agents is an intemalntanagementresponsibility ofthedepariment.
In many counties the agent who prepares the report is responsible for the supervision
of the client on parole or probation.

Subsection (3) requires background informration relating to the offense charged
to be included in the presentence report. This is common practice throughout the
United Stales. Readins are also listed in the report. It is essential that these be identi-
fied specifically for several reasons. It is essential that the offender admit only crimes
that were actually committed. No one is helped if the information is inaccurate or
incomplete. Otherwise, police may rely on wrong information and terminate inves-
tigation of crimes that have not actually been solved. The offender may later be
charged with a crime thought to have been areadin, unless it is adequately identified
and courts and correctional officials may be misled by inaccurate lists of readins.

The source of this information maybe the victim, the offender, or any other appro-
priate source. Common sources of information other than the victim and the offender
are accomplices, witnesses, court transcript, criminal complaint and police reports.
Allsources ofinformationrnustbeidentifiedunderDOC328.29, buttheagentcannot
promise confidentiality because apresentence is a courtrecord. Under s.972.15 (3).
Stats., however, the judge may conceal the identity of any person.

The agent preparing the report under sub, (3) should rely on factual data, rather
than opinions or perceptions. Many sources, including the victim and the offender,
may state their own conclusions. The agent's job is to identify the facts upon which
a source's conclusions are based. Pacts aid the judge, who must ultimately decide
their relevance, and the agent, who decides his or heropinion of the appropriate dis-
position of the offender under sub. (3) (b).

The correctional record of the offender is relevant to the purposes of the present-
ence report. Subsection (3) requires this. Again, the agent should try to provide as
much factual background as possible.

Also under sub. (3), the agent should obtain information about the offender's fam-
ily. The American Bar Association commented that this and information about the
offender's environment are most important. American Bar Association's Project on
Minimum Standard for Criminal Justice, Standards Relating to Probation (Approved
Draft 1970), standard 2.3 and commentary. This subsection combines factual data
with opinions from the family relating to the offender and possible facts influencing
the offender's involvement in crime. These opinions should notbetreated as profes-
sional opinions, but are beneficial in gaining an understanding of the offender. This
will aid the judge, the agent and the department in assessing the offender's needs in
future decisions. The offender is given the opportunity to express an opinion under
DOC 328.29.

Subsection (3) (b) permits the agent to summarize, evaluate, and report conclu-
sions the agent has about the subject of the presentence investigation and report. This
summary should include a brief summary of the present situation, a risk and need
assessment and agent's impressions, the agent's recommendation for sentencing, and
the agent's recommendation for a tentative treatment plan.

Under sub. (3) (c), the agent's recommendation for disposition is required. All that
is intended is a simple, straightforward statement ofthe agent's recommendation. For
example, the agent may recommend probation with conditions, probation with work
release, confinement, fine, a Huber sentence or a combination of these.

Subsection (3) (d) requires a treatment plan with input from the offender, When
confinement is recommended, the plan should still include a general treatment rec-
ommendation consistent with the resources available in the institutions. If probation
is recommended, the plan should state the proposed residence, occupation, means of
support, restitution payments, and other important elements of the plan.

Motet DOC 328.28.TWs section pemtitsstatfto prepare a modified presentence
investigation report in accordance with an order of the court. Although the depart-
ment may compile supplemental information for its own records, the presentence
report is prepared under order of the court. Therefore, tho department must supply the
court with theinfotmation it lawfullyorders. Examples of where a modified present-
ence report may be prepared are cases where an offender has been convicted for the
second time within a very short period of time. In such cases the court may feel that
only miurimal additional information isrequired. Another example arises frequently
in cases where the offense is obviously not severe enough to warrant incarceration
or a high level of supervision on probation.

Subsection (2) permits stafftopresent a report orally in open courtorinthe judges
chambers. The justification for an oral report is based upon an interpretation of S.

972.15, Slats., that the department must respond to a lawful court order. Such orders
are routinely issued in some counties. Again, though the department may compile
supplemental information foritsownpurposes unders. DOC 307.2 1, the information
reported to the court must boin the scope and manner the court directs. If the report
is presented orally in chambers out of the presence of the offender, no record of the
presentence investigation report exists.

It is sometime desirable to have a modified report. It is obviously unrealistic to
attempt to force thepresentence report into astndard mold suitable for allcases. The
depth of analysis and information which is required for an intelligent disposition of
one offender simply is not going to be required for another, a two—week investigation
and a detailed canvassing ofcommunityresources will be both unnecessary and inap-
propriate for many offenders, while at the same time essential for others.

For many cases, particularly misdemeanors and other less serious offenses,
information produced by a brief inves tigation will not only be sufficient for an intelli-
gent disposi

ti
on, but will significantly increase the information on which most courts

must now act. Some cases, to be sure, will immediately reveal themselves as inap-
propriate for such brief and superficial treatment, the difficulties of other cases will
emerge in the early stages of investigation. The point, in any event, is that a sound
system of initial screening — perhaps coupled with pa rticipation by the cou rt in the
selec tion of the cases which deserve more intensive treatment -- can subst antial ly
increase the eff iciency of the proba tion service and its capacity to perform the essen-
tial func

ti
on of aiding the court at the sentencing stage.

Ame rican B ar Associa tion's Project on Minimum Standards for Criminal Jus
ti

ce,
Standards Relating to Probation (Approved Draft 1970), standard2.3 and commen-
tary.

Note: DOC328.29,Thissec tionrestatesthefactthatthepresentenceinvestiga-
tion and report identi fies sources of informa tion. Since only the court has the power
to conceal identity, this section p rohibits department staff from giving a pledge of
con fidentiality. Where, however, impo rtant information would be given only under
a pledge of confiden

ti
ality, it may be included in an admissions inves tigation and

report submitted only to the department. Although its use in cou rt is forbidden, it may
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be beneficial to thodeparlment for use in correctional treatment. Disclosure of such
information is forbidden under DOC 3177.50.

Note; DOC 328.30. DOC 328.30discusses the types ofrecords which are neces-
sary to ensure meaningful, individualized care and treatment for clients. The record-
keeping system required under this section should help assure that field staff will have
complete and accuraterecords for ali clients under supervision. The records required
are those which are essential for supervisinn planning which are consistent with a cli-
ent's needs, for assessing the client's progress in terms of the plan, for signaling when
changes in the plan may be beneficial, and for providing adequate information and
direction to agents, supervisors, and other staff who may in the future assume respon-
sibility for a client.

Subsection (1) enumerates the various kinds of entries that should be made by
agents in aclient's case record. Sub. (2)47) desetibe the specific types of records and
information required in the entries. Most are self-explanatory. See the division of
probation and parole's field manual, for further direction to agents in the preparation
of these specific entries.
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